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Abstract

According to current-day demographic projections, Islām is poised within the next half-century to become the world’s fastest growing faith tradition and, with this religious particularity in mind, “American-born Black Muslims stand out from other U.S. [immigrant] Muslims in several ways … fully two-thirds are converts to Islām, compared with just one-in-seven among all other U.S. Muslims … [approximately] three-quarters of U.S. Muslims are immigrants or the children of immigrants”; a religious expansion that draws much needed race, religion, culture and ethnicity attention upon the discrete “color line” saturating Muslim identity and membership. The post-1965 immigration of Muslims from the Middle East and South Asia dramatically transmuted the previous American social imagination concerning Islām—in its infancy it was known as a religio-cultural phenomenon exclusively associated with America’s indigenous Black community—to a new highly contested and racialized domain that dramatically underscores the fraught relationship between Black and non-Black immigrant Muslims.
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I begin with the premise that there is a [new] American Islām being created - a version of the faith that aligns with the contemporary United States both organizationally and culturally. This faith formation is connected to the immigration of Muslims to the United States since the 1965 changes in immigration laws, even though Muslims have been in the United States, especially among African Americans, much longer than that … This has led to an ideal typical distinction in the scholarly world that studies Muslims in the United States that differentiates between ‘indigenous’ and ‘immigrant’ Islām, largely along racial lines.

—Rhys H. Williams

According to current-day demographic projections, Islām is poised within the next half-century to become the world's fastest growing faith tradition and, with this faith particularity in mind, “American-born Black Muslims stand out from other U.S. [immigrant] Muslims in several ways … fully two-thirds are converts to Islām, compared with just one-in-seven among all other U.S. Muslims … [approximately] three-quarters of U.S. Muslims are immigrants or the children of immigrants”; a religious expansion that draws much needed race, religion, culture and ethnicity attention upon the discrete “color line” saturating Muslim identity and membership within America.

The United States has the singular distinction of being “the first independent country in the Americas to introduce racial [binary] selection in policies of naturalization (1790) and immigration (1803),” and, because of this, African Americans have always understood that when Lady Liberty beckons the world’s “tired, poor and huddled masses” to American shores—only Europeans need apply because people-of-color are categorically unwelcome. It is my claim that discerning how Islām took root within America among select members of the African American community necessitates grasping how race within America historically functions to frame much of the “color line” discourse between religion, ethnicity and culture; a prejudicial identity and membership reality that sizably impacted the genesis and evolution of Islām within the geographical contours of our race conscious nation.

It is often within the discrete historical context of race, ethnicity, religion and culture that the interdisciplinary linkages between identity and membership become apparent to those exploring the peculiar relations of power that heralded the arrival of Islām into the Americas. The post-1965 immigration of Muslims from the Middle East and South Asia dramatically transmuted the previous American social imagination concerning Islām—in its infancy Islām was generally known as a religio-cultural phenomenon exclusively associated with America’s indigenous Black community—into a new contested and racialized domain where “African American Muslims remain underrepresented in our dominant public images of Islām in the United States, as African Americans remain underrepresented in our politics, culture, and media.” This racialized and paradigmatic hermeneutical understanding of American Islām as predominately non-African in origin illustrates how within our nation’s social imagination “indigeneity and Blackness has become fungible commodities … rendering disposable and invisible indigenous and Black people still struggling for sovereignty and against racist domination.”

As a direct result of the 1965 Immigration and Nationality Act “the three largest American [immigrant] Muslim groups—African Americans, Arabs, and South Asians—are now very different from each other. The [religio-racial] identities of African Americans, who constitute a large percentage of the Muslims in the United States, have been historically shaped by race and class struggle,” and, because of this, American Islām evolved along a “color line,” one expropriating a separatist Muslim identity and membership that “differs from immigrant Muslims in many respects and is also differentiated internally.”


In the process of defining, categorizing and constructing Islāmic conceptions of identity and membership, non-Black Muslims in America—especially those Muslim immigrants hailing from the geographical regions of the Middle-East and South Asia—discern the multifarious concept known as race in way that curiously abets “the creation of a racial caste line separating what would later become labelled Blacks and Whites.”

As duly recognized by African American civil rights legal scholar, Michelle Alexander, the persistent existence of a Black-White racial binary within America has, “not ended racial caste in America; we have merely redesigned it … through a web of laws, regulations, and informal rules, all of which are powerfully reinforced by social stigma,” and, consequently, “[Americans] avoid talking about caste in our society because we are ashamed of our [problematic] racial history. We also avoid talking about race [and its conflation with identity and membership],” casting light upon how racism within America is a permanent fixture that is sadly inextinguishable.

American historians, for example, James Hutson, have noted how America’s “peculiar institution” merged itself with Islāmic constructions of race, religion, ethnicity and culture in an unconventional way that impelled some slave-owning Founding Fathers—Thomas Jefferson, George Washington, Benjamin Rush, et al.—to “explicitly include Islām in their vision of the future of the republic” and, with this in mind, “on December 9th, 1805, Thomas Jefferson hosted the United States' first ifṭār at the White House.” The religio-racial oriented membership perceptions propagated by Jefferson and others concerning their notions of Muslim identity fomented the historical establishment of a nocuous “color line,” such that when President Jefferson hosted the first ifṭār welcoming Tunisian Muslims at the White House he was also simultaneously enslaving over, “six hundred [Black Christian] people during his lifetime and was a lifelong protector of the [American] institution of slavery … including his half sister-in-law, the enslaved [Black] house servant Sally Hemmings, and her [Christian] children, whom he almost certainly fathered.”

America’s historical affinity and support for a racial binary preserving problematic European constructions of identity and membership illumine how the gordian “color line” knot concerning race, culture, ethnicity and religion suggested that only whites were entitled to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. One cannot in good moral conscience disentangle the historical establishment of Islām within the African American community without first unraveling the “color line” conundrum that “Black tells you about skin color and what side of town you live on.

---

8In a manner similar to Michelle Alexander, I also define the discrete term, racial caste, as “the way it is used in common parlance to denote a stigmatized racial group locked into an inferior position by law and custom.”; See Alexander, Michelle. "Introduction." In The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness, 1-19. New York: The New Press. Reprint, 2012.
African American evokes discussion of the world, because racial identity and membership in the United States is inextricably linked alongside a larger socioreligious signification—the semiotic process of naming and identifying things—of a contested American domain associated with race, ethnicity, culture and faith. As astutely recognized by African Religious Studies scholar, Richard Turner, “signification (the issue of naming and identity) is not only the interpretative [“color line”] thread that runs through the historical narrative of Islām in Black America . . .Black peoples’ signifying themselves as the people they wanted to be, through their embracing of Islām, was the result of the adaptation of the religion to local cultures that was integral to global Islām,” and, because of this, signification is the key to historically unraveling and comprehending the convoluted “color line” role of Islām within the Muslim American context and narrative.

America is arguably the most religiously plural nation-state within the modern world and “the native-born Muslim population [in America] contains a higher proportion of Blacks, and lower proportions of Whites and Asians,” and, because of this striking demographic religio-racial reality, American Muslims of Black (African) identity and membership currently comprise an astounding forty percent of all domestic-born American Muslims in toto. The racialized identity and membership notions of ethnicity, culture, and religion that whites adopted towards Blacks during the transatlantic slave trade period, Jim Crow and even within the modern-day are now similarly employed by contemporaneous immigrant Middle East and South Asian Muslims and, because of this immutable “color line” reality, “African American [Muslims] experience racism again, this time in the very religion they believed could offer an alternative”—African Americans correctly assert how orthodox notions of Islām propagated by Middle East and South Asian immigrant communities greatly “hinders attempts to adopt the [Muslim] religious tradition in a way that takes into account the structures of [African American] life and thought that have characterized the Black experience in America.” American Muslims are most often represented in the media as Arab or South Asian immigrants. The distinction between the African American Muslim experience and that of their immigrant co-religionists has long been a source of [sizable] racial tension in the Muslim community . . . I think a lot of African American Muslims see a hypocrisy sometimes with immigrant Muslims, said Saba Maroof, a Muslim psychiatrist with a South Asian background who lives in Michigan. We say that Muslims are all equal in the eyes of God, that racism does not exist in Islām. And yet, cases of overt racism are not uncommon, like when South Asian or Arab immigrant parents do not want their kids to marry Black Muslims . . . Racial dynamics have long shaped Muslims’ political identities [and membership]. There’s a tendency to regard issues [Black Lives Matter oriented topics] that impact Black people—and by extension, Black Muslims—as not thoroughly Islāmic. Contemporary Black Muslims note that if one accepts the theological argument that “Muhammad was able to purge notions of Black inferiority from himself and his companions during the first generation of Islām,” his erstwhile successors miserably failed to eradicate the “color line” membership and identity bias from contaminating subsequent Islāmic discourses concerning race, ethnicity,

Culture and religion--Islām today operates under a binary categorization schema that is ironically quite similar to Christianity.16 The odd proclivity by immigrant (e.g., Arab, Iranian, Afghani and South Asian) Muslim groups to categorically establish and promulgate their orthodox notions of Islām as normative and beyond reproach highlights their self-posed mastery over Islām due to their previous geographical proximity to Mecca and, given this point, also encouraged the genesis of a new type of Islāmic superiority, arrogance and racism within America—one mirroring and extending in a religio-racial manner the domestic bigotry and prejudice that has “existed on what is now US soil for half a millennium, starting with the racialization, exploitation and pillage of America’s indigenous peoples.”17

African American scholar of Islām, Sherman Jackson, posits how the historical fabrication of a distinctive Black Muslim identity and membership by African Americans was a psycho-religio protest analogous to that exercised by disaffected Black Christians struggling to find recognition, respect and equality within a “color line” slanted faith tradition and, another key point to remember, also evoked a social justice oriented protest “appeal to Muslim tradition in an effort to reconcile Blackness, Americanness, and [theological] adherence to Islām.”18 It is ironic that when one considers how “the Muslim slaves who captured the American imagination in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were all distinguished by their leadership qualities and learning. Some of these individuals would become local legends spawning a spate of literature trying to explain their literacy and supposed ‘Oriental’ origins,” would then later historically be “often left out [vilified] and ignored by their [immigrant Muslim] co-religionists. African American Muslims in particular are segregated out of mosques dominated by South Asian and Arab American Muslims. Referring to Black Muslims as abed [my emphasis], or ‘slave,’ is commonplace [within immigrant Muslim communities].”19

Blackamerican Muslims found themselves increasingly unable to address their cultural, political, and social reality in ways that were either effective in an American context or likely to be recognized as “Islāmic” in a Muslim one. Like Blackamerican Christians of an earlier era, struggling to find their voice in the context of a Christianity dominated by white Americans, Blackamerican Muslims found themselves struggling to reconcile a dignified Black American existence with the super-tradition of historical Islām, on the one hand, against the presumed normativeness [and dominance] of a historically informed and culturally specific Immigrant Islām, on the other.20

As correctly observed by Black Islāmic Studies scholar, Jamillah Karim, the Middle East and South Asian American “color line” pursuit of a white identity and membership within the United States induced many Middle East and South Asian Muslims to “differentiate themselves from Blacks and also drives them to perceive and treat Blacks with a [prejudicial] scorn taught by the dominant [Christian] racial discourse. It is this [American] reality, difficult to escape, that moved Toni Morrison to write that racial contempt of African Americans is the right-of-passage into American culture [for those who are not Black],” and, consequently, also encouraged Ta-Nehisi Coates to saliently note the racial binary observation that “in America it is traditional to destroy the Black body—it is heritage.”21

African American Muslim history is proximally associated with Black Nationalism and, because of this, it is historically engaged in a sociopolitical quest for a Pan-African separatist identity, membership and community (‗Umma) that is perspicuously distinct from the rest of non-Black America.\textsuperscript{22} Paradoxically, being characterized as a Black Muslim within current-day society presents itself within the American social imagination as a racialized identity and membership symbol, one where “the name [Black Muslim] is an identifying mark which, by the application of a rule, establishes that the individual who is named is a member of a preordained class (a social group in a system of groups, a status by birth in a system of statuses),” a religio-racial status generally regarded by many Middle East and South Asian immigrants to be derogatory in nature as it contextually appertains to traditional Muslim constructions of race, culture, religion and ethnicity.\textsuperscript{23} It should be recognized that within the racialized contours of United States history, the distinct identity and membership term, Black Muslim, was first coined and taken root in 1963 by noted Black Studies scholar, C. Eric Lincoln,\textit{The Black Muslims in America}—scholastically deployed to refer to those African Americans in the 20th century predominately associated with the \textit{Nation of Islam} (NOI) and its religious leader, the Honorable Elijah Mu\u00f1hammad.\textsuperscript{24}

It was the domestic hegira of over six million plus African Americans during the \textit{Great Migration} (1916-1970)—“a transition from an era when one race owned another; to an era when the dominant [white] class gave up ownership but kept control over the [Black] people it once had owned, at all costs, using violence even; to the eventual acceptance of the servant caste into the mainstream”—that functioned as the discrete sociohistorical catalyst for the religious establishment of Black Islām as a sui generis identity and membership category within the larger African American faith community.\textsuperscript{25} Black Muslims well understood the noxious American “color line” tradition concerning the indiscriminate use of violence directed against them “from the torturous slave trade to the lash of the slaveholder to the noose of the Ku Klux Klan, Blacks, irrespective of gender [religion] or class, have withstood seemingly constant violence from the hands of White America. Racist violence [incessantly] followed Blacks as they made the \textit{Great Migration} from the South to the North,” and, because of this, Black Islām classically began within the geographical contours of our nation as “an essentially northern grassroots [religio-racial resistance] movement.”\textsuperscript{26} The glacial progress of religio-racial reconciliation within contemporaneous American society—from the \textit{Great Migration} to the present-day—results from the historical confluence of race, culture, ethnicity and religion interposing itself within a racial binary mentality generally hostile to Black identity and membership; the Islāmic American narrative within the United States has become over the passage of time a nationally contested racialized “color line” terrain psychologically inimical towards people of Africanist descent—“Racism as a layered phenomenon, not only directed at American Muslims by non-Muslims, but existing within the Muslim community itself, particularly toward African Americans by immigrants.”\textsuperscript{27}
The frequent acts of systematic violence directed against Blacks during the transatlantic slave trade, *Jim Crow*, etc. was implemented as a menacing means of identity politics and membership control by individuals fearful of “color line” change—an African American narrative that for many Middle East and South Asian immigrants is experientially alien and psychologically inaccessible.\(^{28}\) The *Great Migration* underscored how the civic illusory American identity and membership promulgated within our nation’s collective social imagination engendered the genesis of an injurious racial binary and, because of this, Blacks began to dispute the fictitious Eurocentric inspired weltanschauung concerning race, religion, ethnicity and culture where every American can overcome institutional adversity through the application of hard work, gumption and a ‘fair shake’—an Americaism dating back to the 1820s that was later thoroughly debunked by Frederick Douglass.\(^{29}\) It was the bromidic propagation of a Eurocentric “color line” worldview—disingenuously posited within our nation’s social imagination as the *American Dream*—which provided the discrete sociocultural identity and membership conditions necessary for the religio-racial expansion, growth and adoption of Black Islām within the larger African American community.\(^{30}\)

African American religious identity and membership took nascent root and form within a “color line” soaked religio-racial environment where slavery, intolerance and *Jim Crow* flourished and, with this in mind, Black Islām simultaneously became part and parcel of a new idiosyncratic Muslim tradition that is unrecognized, for the most part, by many post-1965 immigrant Muslims because of their cognitive inability to recognize that “the [Black] Muslim community in America is one of continuous [resistance and] struggle … to self-understand and self-define in a nation defined from its inception by difference [my emphasis].”\(^{31}\) The discrete racial binary conditions responsible for the Muslim “color line” identity and membership differences that currently exist between the immigrant and African American Muslim communities is an insecure and unpredictable brotherhood that, according to Imām Talib Abdur-Rashid of The Mosque of Islāmic Brotherhood, calls attention to the Middle East and South Asian immigrant’s “great lack of awareness of the role of Muslims of African descent in the origin and [historical] establishment of Islām in America.”\(^{32}\)

---


32 The *Mosque of Islamic Brotherhood* (aka Muslim Mosque Inc., Masjid Malcolm Shabazz and Muhammad’s Temple of Islām #7) is a historically African American masjid that was formed by Malcolm X (aka Malcolm Little and el-Hajj Malik el-Shabazz) after he left the *Nation of Islam* (NOI) on March 12, 1964. It is the “successor in interest” to Marcus Garvey’s Universal Negro Improvement Association (UNIA) and Noble Drew Ali’s Moorish Science Temple of America (MSTA) movement. See Stein, Isaac. "Harlem Mosque Leader Talks Malcolm X Legacy." *The Chicago Maroon* (Chicago), Feb. 28, 2014, Digital, News. [https://www.chicagomaroon.com/2014/02/28/harlem-mosque-leader-talks-malcolm-x-legacy/](https://www.chicagomaroon.com/2014/02/28/harlem-mosque-leader-talks-malcolm-x-legacy/); see also "A History of
As documented by Black Studies scholar, C. Eric Lincoln, “Black Muslims are not an isolated phenomenon. They are rooted in the whole structure of [America’s] racial tension,” or, to put it another way, Black Islām deftly acts and reacts to the historical and current-day “color line” realities associated with an American racial binary distrustful of any race, religion, ethnicity and culture not Eurocentric in origin. America’s problematic “color line” presence and existence of a racial binary affecting religious identity and membership within America’s Christian churches and Muslim mosques—segregated congregational services, accommodations and privileges—reveal the existence of considerable social distance between Black and non-Blacks concerning the adjudication and dispensation of the salvific love attributable to God.

The dystopic and bifurcated religious landscape, characterized by a sizable religio-racial chasm (race, ethnicity, religion and culture) within the current-day, aptly illustrates the immense influence and control associated with the “color line”—“in every area of American life, the Negro is discriminated against: in government, in business, in politics, in industry, and in education … in religion, then, as in other areas of American life, the status of the Negro is one of segregation”—reflecting the perdurable American sociocultural reality that identity and membership within “religion does not inhere in a vacuum … [it is] represent[ed] in the final analysis by people and it is judged by the way people professing it behave (my emphasis).” For Black Muslims in particular, “the [immigrant] Muslim community in America is in denial concerning issues of race, class, and ethnicity. Arab and Desi [South Asian] Muslims simply do not interact with Black and Latino Muslims…. Nobody wants to call anybody out. And that is a problem,” reaffirming how Islām is a racialized and contested membership and domain category where African Americans are neither wholly welcome nor viewed by other immigrant Muslims as authentic and faithful members of the larger Muslim community (‘Umma).

The religio-racial institutional breach between mainstream white Christian church (e.g., Methodist, Baptist, Lutheran, etc.) teachings, doctrine and practices provided incontrovertible evidence and proof to many non-Christian African Americans, especially Black Muslims, that white Christians employed the “color line” hermeneutics of identity and membership to both repudiate and ostracize the African American and, in so doing, Christianity was posited by African American Muslims as the theological source of all Black oppression. Ironically, a nearly identical religio-racial rupture predicated upon the “color line” occurred between Black Muslims and their immigrant Muslim brethren much later, despite the disingenuous historical claim—made famous by Rev. Edward W. Blyden within Christianity, Islām, and the Negro Race—that Islām miraculously douses the flame of racial intolerance, bigotry and hate. Black Islām adroitly exploits the pressing racial identity and membership concerns of the greater African American community who felt stigmatized by whites and, as a result, Black Muslims trumpeted the religious claim that “the Christian religion is incompatible with the Negro’s aspirations for dignity and equality in America.
It has hindered where it might have helped; it has been evasive when it was morally bound to be forthright; it has separated believers on the basis of color although it has declared its mission to be a universal brotherhood under Jesus Christ. Christian love is the white man's love for himself and for his race. For the man who is not white, “İslâm is the hope for justice and equality in the world we must build tomorrow”; the genesis of Black İslâm within America therefore does not subscribe to the traditional İslamic doctrine promulgated and espoused by many post-1965 immigrant Muslims. Current-day Black Muslims recognize the problematic existence of a racial binary mindset responsible for the modern-day Muslim race relations breakdown within the United States and, as a result, many South Asian Muslims, for example, S. Kaazim Naqvi, often paint a bleak portrait of American İslâm where racism clearly divides the 'Umma because of the “color line.” For many “Black converts [to İslâm], the underlying cause of the persistent racial [“color line”] divide was grounded in a sense of immigrant [religious] racial superiority [towards African Americans] … immigrant criticism and condescension to Black Muslims was deeply rooted in their sense of [Middle East and South Asian Muslim] exceptionalism.”

It is an incontrovertible fact that many immigrant Middle East and South Asian Muslims fail to appropriately comprehend how and why Black İslâm within the United States ameliorates a complex sociological reality where “American Islâmicism has for centuries generalized and collapsed a multiplicity of Muslim sects, schools, and practices (including secular nonpractice) into a monolithic or misrepresented symbol of foreignness,” and, because of this, many immigrants categorize Black İslâm in a racially pejorative manner that impedes meaningful dialogue and “contact between immigrant Muslim communities and African American communities.” The cultural appropriation of orthodox interpretations of İslâm and its subsequent “Blackening” by African American Muslims strikingly demonstrates the Black psychological emphasis upon a Pan-African Nationalist identity (i.e., Negritude) and resistance membership—a hermeneutical maneuver that “flips the script” concerning traditional İslamic conceptions of race, religion, culture and ethnicity held by many immigrant Muslims—that can be seen contextually seen through its modern-day support of the Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement’s emphasis upon African American notions of freedom, social justice and sociopolitical power. The religo-racial attributes of Black İslamic identity and membership inculcates many African Americans with psychological traits approximating temperance, sobriety and self-control because Black İslâm “demands that Muslims gain [self] discipline in their struggle,” and, by so doing, self-actualizes their innate Africanist oriented race, culture, ethnicity and religious potential. Black Muslims, unlike many Middle East and South Asian refugee Muslims, are keenly attuned to why and how the “color line” narrative of the United States concerning

“the cultural matrix of white supremacy … persists into the present era,” and, for this and other reasons, the American Dream concerning liberty, equality, justice and freedom “is very close to a nightmare [for Blacks] and that no matter where Africans find themselves, they are faced with the [racial binary] problem of race and color.”

African American Islām in an identity and membership hermeneutical movement similar to that conceived by the Black Church assists “Black people to endure the tribulation of overt and covert oppression which continued as a cruel nightmare long after the Emancipation Proclamation … Black religion lit the fires of resistance deep within the soul of the Black community,” and, as can be seen within the larger African American faith community, also greatly contributed to the historical rise of Black Islām.

As truthfully acknowledged by ethnic studies scholar, Sylvia Chan-Malik, “the [modern-day] Muslim American community came to embody two distinct, and in many cases, mutually opposed visions of Islām and the [American] nation, one which viewed the [Islāmic] faith as a means to counter the dehumanizing effects of white supremacy and national disenfranchisement, as was the case for Black American Muslims; and the other which saw Islām as a religious and cultural inheritance,” and, with this being said, the racialized nature of the religio-racial fissure disesevering Black and immigrant Muslims from one another within the ’Umma becomes abundantly clear from an ethnological perspective.

For many modern-day Black Muslims “Islām was considered as part of a legacy of Black expressions of faith that diverged from normative Christianity. Islām was not a foreign presence in the Black communities I grew up … Of course, this is not to say that everyone in the Black communities I was a member of completely understood the [five religious] tenets of Islām or that they understood Islām as theologically acceptable - I mean, Black Christians still believed their [religious] path was the right path, just as Black Muslims believed their [religious] path was the right path. This is just to say that Islām was a recognizable expression of faith and religion in the Black community,” and, for these and other sociocultural reasons, many African American Muslims are quite reticent to “throw shade” (i.e., pass disrespectful judgement) upon other Black Muslim traditions that theologically deviate from immigrant conceptions of Islām.

Black Islām characterizes itself as a self-liberating faith tradition, one where its Muslim adherents are not simply a domestic religious minority possessing a subaltern identity within a coercive and constraining majority but, rather, an essential constituent of a larger international and global pan-African body (’Umma) taking root and form within America. African Americans during the Great Migration and afterwards experienced great difficulty in securing any form of secular or religious identity and membership acceptance from their white Christian brethren and, consequently, Black Islām proffered the race, religion, culture and ethnicity claim that it was a self-empowering, nation-building and social-solidarity oriented (’Asabiyya) religious tradition bequeathing social justice, freedom and innate Black power to all people of Africanist descent.

---


Black Islām successfully purloins a page from the Black Church by astutely commandeering a Black liberation theology oriented hermeneutic model—most fully developed and articulated upon by the late Black Christian theologian, James Cone—that all Black theology from the various African American faith traditions (Christianity, Islām, etc.) originate, emanate and project from the particularity of individual life experience and ethnic identity collectively residing within its Black membership body. All Black faith traditions, for example, Black Islām, Black Christianity, etc. is a potent religious and prophetic force capable of inciting profound spiritual change in terms of identity and membership because of its inherent subversive character, power and defiant disposition.‖ By shrewdly coupling “Afro-Eurasian Islāmic figures, place names, texts, events, and themes” to a Black Islāmic eschatology, Black Muslim groups like the NOI, Nation of Gods and Earth, Lost-Found Nation of Islām, etc. successfully “entertained various [theological] notions of what it meant to be Muslim, including [novel] historical interpretations of their Muslim identities. In creating and sustaining these [alternative] historical narratives, members of the NOI [and others] constructed and contested the [conventional] meaning of their collective identity as Muslims.‖ It is the singular exceptional ability and propensity of African Americans to terraform older and more traditional forms of religious traditions into new synthetic forms of organic devotion which differentiated African Americans from their non-Black counterparts—the Black Muslim community in America is consequently quite diverse in terms of their Islāmic beliefs, practices and norms.

---


African American religious scholar, Edward Curtis, asserts how Imām Wallace F. Muḥammad (aka Wallace D. Fard, Wallace D. Muḥammad, et al.)—Founder of the Nation of Islām—viewed the Nation of Islām as “a religion and a social movement organization. In fact, “the [Muslim] religion as it was introduced to the membership was more a social [justice] reform philosophy than Orthodox Islām,” and, with this having been said, the Honorable Elijah Muḥammad subsequently draws sharp ethnological attention to the Black proclivity to theologically reconstruct, revise or redact (i.e., Blackening) traditional identity and membership narratives antipathetic to the pan-African oriented goal of Black freedom, resistance social justice and power in its most comprehensive and inclusive meaning, sense and vision.57

The teleological ambition and object of Black Islām self-empowerment, self-sufficiency and self-liberation is to be socioculturally identified via race, religion, culture and ethnicity as a separatist inclined Muslim faith community in both identity and membership—one possessing a religio-racial flavor robust enough to overcome the normative “color line” conceptions of religion arrogantly propagated by non-Black (Middle East, South Asian, etc.) immigrant Muslims.58 It is not coincidental that Black Muslim religious expression closely parallels the African American sociocultural concern for freedom, social justice and human dignity between dissimilar individuals because “for African-Americans, the viability of Islām as a worldview hinged largely on its primary emphasis on social justice, and its ability to provide African-Americans with an historical identity independent of slavery,” and, because of this, any credible African American religious tradition must always juxtapose itself against bigotry, prejudice and racial intolerance.59

The novel Black Islām identity advanced by African American Muslims is ofttimes at odds with immigrant Muslim conceptions of Islām, nonetheless, within the historical purview of the Great Migration and afterwards it greatly bolstered African American self-esteem, power, nationalism and pride—psychologically assisting African Americans experiencing “double consciousness” to intellectually educe, develop, embrace and assimilate a new religious meaning, identity and moral purpose regarding the world around them.60 Black Islām espouses a separatist oriented religio-cultural worldview rooted within a racialized identity narrative theologically announcing Black Liberation, Black Power and Black Nationalism for all African Americans. I define the discrete linguistic term, Black Nationalism, as a Black separatist-oriented political “ideology that promotes Black autonomy and control of Black institutions that ultimately seeks the [political] establishment of an independent Black nation-state.”61

A great deal of the Black Muslim religious experience during the Great Migration and afterwards attests to and confirms the persistent African American struggle for respectability, power, justice, identity and freedom vis-à-vis race, religion, culture and ethnicity; if one is to psychologically understand and intellectually comprehend the rise of Black Islām within America versus the immigrant Islām experience, one must first acknowledge the growing Black consciousness movement to overcome social, religious, economic and political oppression that confronts African Americans on a daily basis within our nation’s history.62

---

Black Islām religiously, psychologically and cognitively empowers many African Americans disenchanted with Christianity, racism and oppression to salvage, recover and reclaim a new racialized and ethnicized Muslim inspired mental outlook, separatist Black identity, and resistance demeanor—“drawing on the political parallel, in which each state considers itself distinct from and superior to its neighbors, this attitude has come to be known as Black Nationalism.”63 Black studies scholar, C. Eric Lincoln, in his iconic publication, The Black Muslims in America, sheds invaluable light upon how African Americans Muslims have recast(Blackened) traditional Islām and, in so doing, adapted it to fit their particular religio-racial, religio-cultural and theo-historical needs and Black identity, beliefs, practices and tradition concerns.64 The Black Muslims have made a science of Black Nationalism. They have made Black the ideal, the ultimate value; they have proclaimed the Black man to be the primogenitor of all [human] civilization, the Chosen of Allāh [God], “the rightful ruler of the Planet Earth.”65

Many African American Muslims, for example, the NOI, define their Black Muslim identity, membership, beliefs and tradition vis-à-vis race, religion, culture and ethnicity as, “more than courage and rebellion; it is a way of life. It is an implicit rejection of the ‘alien’ white culture and an explicit rejection of the [European] symbols of that culture, balanced by an exaggerated and undiluted pride in ‘Black’ [Africanist] culture,” or, to put it more concretely, it was Elijah Muḥammad who would see within Islām the spiritual medicine needed for the eschatological salvation of all African Americans—a religio-racial identity politics infused faith tradition that could potentially liberate Blacks from the paralyzing grip of racism, intolerance and “color line” hate within America.66 C. Eric Lincoln convincingly argues that Black Muslims channel their African American resistance by remonstrating against the Black Church and, by so doing, drawing argute attention to their ecclesial inability to historically remedy the observed race, religion, culture and ethnicity injustices committed against the greater Black community within America.

African American Muslims like Malcolm X vociferously repudiate the integrationist ideal espoused by some African American Christian pastors, for example, Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. and, instead, embrace the Black identity and membership credo that “racism is a permanent feature of our society, and that those fighting for racial justice should resign themselves to this [ugly truth].”67 It is therefore within the peculiar historical context and reality of the domestic hegira (Great Migration) that Black Islām definitively takes religious root within the greater African American community and, unlike many post-1965 immigrant Muslims unconcerned with Blackness, many modern-day African Americans seek both psycho-religio and religio-cultural explanations to the following three identity and membership oriented queries: 1) Is it truly of benefit to be Christian within a prejudicial reality and “color line” hate within America,68 or, to put it more concretely, it was Elijah Muḥammad who would see within Islām the spiritual medicine needed for the eschatological salvation of all African Americans—a religio-racial identity politics infused faith tradition that could potentially liberate Blacks from the paralyzing grip of racism, intolerance and “color line” hate within America.66 C. Eric Lincoln convincingly argues that Black Muslims channel their African American resistance by remonstrating against the Black Church and, by so doing, drawing argute attention to their ecclesial inability to historically remedy the observed race, religion, culture and ethnicity injustices committed against the greater Black community within America.

Black Islām provides a more fruitful religio-racial identity, greater sociopolitical power and human religiosity more conducive to people of Africanist descent, and 3) Is Christianity authentically African and truly Black in its history, character, identity and membership disposition vis-à-vis Islām.66 African American Islām visibly and definitively provided its Black Muslim adherents with “a new [religious] life, a clean way of living, and a [psychological] peace of mind,” and, for this predominate reason, Black Islām greatly values and cherishes the sublime sense of elevated human value, and Black Nationalism.” Chap. 7 In Islām, Black Nationalism and Slavery: A Detailed History (Introduction by Sulayman S. Nyang and Forward by Aḥmad Shabazz), 103-26. Beltsville: Writers’ Incorporated, 1995.


Identity, respectability and religious purpose furnished by its Afrocentric oriented teachings—an empowered psycho-spiritual state of mind and self-liberation incomprehensible to many immigrant Muslims because of its zealous affirmation of a proud Pan-Africanist horizon extolling Black identity, Black Power and Black Membership. To be a Black Muslim in America draws much needed race, religion, culture and ethnicity attention upon a prejudicial ‘Umma where “the Arabs despised the Black color as much as they loved the white color; they described everything that they admired, material or moral, as white”—Islam within America has now become a nationally contested racialized realm that is now just as prone to racism as Christianity, period.
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